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Miracle
Posted by proudchabadnick - 21 Jun 2016 01:04
_____________________________________

 On one Motzai Shabbos I was really turned on and I needed to watch some Shmutz, but I don't
have a smartphone. So I went to a store near me (the only one that was opened that late) and
picked a smartphone that I wanted to buy, but it was out of stock. I tried the next one, nothing
going. This major store did not have one smartphone!

I was blown away! 

I realized that " yesh Baal habayis libirah zu"!

========================================================================
====

Re: Miracle
Posted by yiraishamaim - 21 Jun 2016 19:26
_____________________________________

proudchabadnick wrote on 21 Jun 2016 01:04:

 On one Motzai Shabbos I was really turned on and I needed to watch some Shmutz, but I don't
have a smartphone. So I went to a store near me (the only one that was opened that late) and
picked a smartphone that I wanted to buy, but it was out of stock. I tried the next one, nothing
going. This major store did not have one smartphone!

I was blown away! 

I realized that " yesh Baal habayis libirah zu"!

 

Pilei Peloyim

A very personal miracle.

Don't you feel loved?
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Re: Miracle
Posted by yosef10 - 13 Dec 2017 03:00
_____________________________________

Im blown away. 

This is an amazing story that proves that only THE ONE ABOVE has control. If we love and give
to Him, he will let us be our best and feel good.

May you have Much Much Haztlacha in all that you do, and keep looking out for those moments
to be thankful, sometimes they can pass you easily 

Have an AMAZING CHANUKA!!
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